Abstract-Richoptic mixtures of e~uilum~nous components of different wavelengths were matched with a binocularly presented "monocular" mixture of appropriate chosen amounts of the same colour components. Stimuli were chosen from the region of 490-630nm. Although satisfactory colour matches could be obtained, dichoptic mixtures differed from normal mixtures to a considerable extent. blidspectral stimuli tended to be more dominant in the dichoptic mixtures than either short or long wavelength stimuli. An attempt was made to describe the relation between monocular and dichoptic mixtures with one function containinS a wavelength variable and an eye dominance parameter.
The existence of dichoptic coiour mixing has always been an emotionally laden issue. Terms like "superstitious curiosities" have been used for reports of the occurrence of yellow from red and green in different eyes (Dunlap, 1944) . In Das' review (1953) the history of dichoptic colour mixing experiments is given from 1807 (Haldat) to 1953 (Thomas). The issue can best be characterized as a complicated Hering-Helmholtz controversy. On the one hand it relates to their controversy on binocular interaction in general. on the other hand it also entails their controversy on colour vision, centered around the existence of retinal yellow and white detectors. Where in Helmholtz's theory of coiour vision dichoptic fusion of red and green into yellow should be easily possibte through unconscious judgement, i.e. psychic fusion of the monocularly derived impressions of red and green, he denied this possibility on the base of his own observations, where such mixtures did not occur. This was theoretically understandable according to Helmholtz, since, contrary to the monocular case, slight eye movements would immediately lead to a separation of the two colours so that their identity woutd be preserved. In Hering's theory of colour vision, dichoptic yellow formation was not easily comprehensible, but his ideas about binocular convergence of the neural pathways from both eyes did not exclude physiological mixing of coiour signals in general. Where Hering could ohwrve yellow from red and green in different eyes Helmholtz claimed he could not, although he gently admitted that others might be able to do so. For a more detailed survey of dichoptic coiour mixture experiments we refer to Das' review.
Solving the problem of dichoptic colour mixing requires at least as much insight into monocular colour vision processes as in binocular interaction in general. RELEVAST DEVELOPXENTS 13 COLOLR vlSIO5 THEORIES An important result since Das' review has been the growing agreement upon the existence of three types of photopl~ments with maximal absorption at about 440, 535 and 570 nm. The Hering-Helmholtz controversy has been partly solved by zone theories. All current theories have in common that different channets exist for brightness and colour info~ation. though the way in which different cone types contribute to the different channels is still a matter of controversy for the various models (Walraven, 1962; Hassensrein, 1968; Bouman, 1969; Guth, 1972; Koenderink, 1972) . We now know that opponent processes occur early in the neural chain of events (DeValois, 1966) presumably already at the level of the retinal ganglion cells, going with nonlinear transformations of the receptor activities. The three-cone retinal phase alone accounts for the colour mixture laws, the further neural processing being unimportant for an understanding of these laws. But colour mixing laws descrik only the beginning of the colour vision process. In fact the three-cone theory would never have been established without making additional assumptions on further processing beyond the receptor phase. blany of these assumptions seem to be confirmed by el~trophysiology, especially those related to the intermediate levels in the colour vision process.
However, little or nothing is known about colour transducer functions, let alone about the metric structure of the colour signals at the more central level, where binocular mixing might take place. In an intriguing theoretical analysis, which leans heavily upon the experimental approach of Hurvich and Jameson (1957 , 1972 ) Krantz (1972 proposed methods for establishing metric scafes for redness, greenness, etc., which could probably be conceived of as transducer functions. However, apart from the virtual impossibility of constructing such scales independently, the theoretical results do not allow for an obvious extension towards dichoptic colour mixing.
What we want to know uItimately is what kind
